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I.  OVERVIEW

This guide assumes the owner has a good general knowledge of auto air conditioning systems, both 
theory of operation and practical repair application.  It also assumes that the owner has access to the 
required tools for rehabbing an A/C system such as gauge set, vacuum pump, thermometer, gear puller 
(may be required for removing pulley), steering wheel puller (may be required for removing clutch 
armature/plate), and normal hand tools. This guide is meant to point out the peculiarities and differences 
of the 164’s systems and help shortcut the learning curve on parts substitution and conversion from a R-
12 to R-134a system. To do the complete job, it requires you to have ordinary hand tools as well as 
specialized tools including a Gauge Set and Vacuum Pump. Further, depending on how difficult it is to 
remove the clutch armature and pulley from the old compressor, you may need a steering wheel puller 
and large gear puller. If you lack the tools or are unsure of your expertise, you can always use a machine
shop replace the pulley bearing and an A/C shop to evacuate and recharge the system after you have 
replace the necessary parts and resealed the system. Given that relatively inexpensive gauge sets and 
vacuum pumps are available, it may be worth the investment rather than pay shop rates. Also, if you run 
into leaks or other problems, you won’t be paying twice for a evacuate/recharge. Evacuating and 
recharging procedures are not covered in this guide. Those procedures are routine and standard.

With these cars now reaching 20 years old, it’s likely that the air conditioning compressors will be 
failing at increased rates. Further, leaks and other system maladies are more common. R-12 is difficult 
to obtain and expensive. R-134a is cheap and plentiful, although does not have the cooling efficiency of 
R-12. If your R-12 equipped car is working well, leave it alone and enjoy. However, as is usually the 
case, the system develops leaks eventually and requires parts replacement and a recharge. This is where 
you have to make a decision on whether to restore as an R12 system or convert to R-134a. Restoring to 
R12 will require a professional with a license for R12 and perhaps expensive specialized refrigerant 
recovery equipment. R-134a requires no such license and can be done by the owner/mechanic. The vast 
majority of owners will usually opt for conversion. Another option is using a hydrocarbon based (HC) 
refrigerant (propane/butane) like Freeze 12 or ES-12. They are drop-in replacements for R-12 since they 
work fine with the existing R-12 mineral oil. However, there are limitations and disadvantages to using 
them, so I will not cover them here. R-134a is a mainstream refrigerant and approved for use 
everywhere.

So, the degree of conversion will come down to your personal ability/expertise to do the conversion, 
how effective you want that conversion to be, and how much you are willing to spend. If you live in the 
north and use the A/C little or mostly for dehumidification you may get by with a minimal conversion, 
while if you live in the Southwest with temperatures in the triple digits, you’ll need every bit of system 
efficiency you can get.

With a new R-134a SD715H  compressor and a parallel flow condenser, you should be able to achieve 
45F air coming out the vents after the initial cool down.
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First, we’ll look at the differences between the systems, then at the various specific components.

II.  Differences between R-12 and R-134a systems:

1. Compressor.  Although the compressors are different the SD709 R-12 compressor can use R-134a, 
provided the system oil is changed (see paragraph below). This means removing the compressor, 
removing the drain plug, and turning it upside down and draining it. It may be possible to insert a small 
tube and suction the oil out, but I doubt you’d get it all.

2. Compressor Oil. R-12 uses mineral oil while R-134a uses PAG or Ester oil. Mineral and PAG/Ester 
are not compatible. Ester oil can also be used in a R-134a system and is tolerant of small amounts of 
residual mineral oil. PAG is not and should not be mixed with mineral oil even in small quantities. This 
makes it the preferred oil for converted systems. R-134a will not carry mineral oil through the system, 
which can result in “black death” of the compressor and very bad contamination of the entire system. 
To the maximum extent practical, residual mineral oil must be removed from the system and compatible
R-134a oil like ester 100 substituted. Ester oil is tolerant of residual mineral oil and is preferred for R-
134a conversions if the system is not thoroughly purged of mineral oil. If the entire system is purged 
and mineral oil completely removed, use PAG oil. As a side note, on new compressors Sanden only 
warrants its new compressors if PAG is used. However, as a practical matter, ester oil works fine and is 
not detrimental to the compressor.

2. Hoses. R-134a systems use “barrier” hoses lined with special material. R-134 molecules are much 
smaller than R-12 molecules and can slowly escape non-barrier hoses. That said, used R-12 hoses 
usually have enough gunk (for want of another word) lining them that R-134 leakage is not a significant 
problem. However, if replacing a hose, be sure it is compatible with R-134a.

3. O-Rings.  R-134a systems use Buna composition o-rings for the same reason as above. When 
replacing old o-rings for new, be sure they are for R-134a. Again, if you run across a fitting that’s very 
tough to disconnect in order to change the o-ring, just leave the old “gunked” R-12 o-ring in there rather 
than take a chance on damaging the connection. Any R-134 loss will be miniscule.

4.  Receiver/Dryer: When doing a conversion, always replace the R/D. Additionally if opening the 
system or removing a serviceable R/D, always cap it off immediately to prevent the internal desiccant 
from absorbing moisture out of the air. Never leave a new R/D open to the atmosphere for over 15 
minutes, especially in humid climates. New R/D’s come sealed to preserve the desiccant.

5. Expansion Valve.  R-12 expansion valves can be re-used, but will not be as efficient as R-134a 
specific ones because of the slightly different pressure specs of R-12 vs. R-134a. Given their small cost, 
it’s best to install a new R-134a specification expansion valve.

6. POA (  P  ilot   O  perated   A  bsolute valve).  This is the valve in the hose that sits on the top of the right 
front wheel well. The POA valve is a relatively old way of regulating the pressure in the evaporator 
(suction from the compressor). In reality, the Expansion Valve does the same thing and in European 
versions, Alfa eliminated POA valves altogether. These are no longer available and are refrigerant 
specific (pressure setting). Theoretically, R-12 valves open and allow refrigerant flow at about 32 psi 
and R-134a valves open at 25 psi. By experience, R-12 POA valves work satisfactorily in R-134a 
systems.  I’ve tested both R-12 and R-134 POA’s and they test within one pound of each other at 25 and 
26 psi. IMO, a switch to a R-134 POA valve is not useful and will not yield colder vent temperatures.
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7. Condenser. The Alfa OEM R-12 condenser is the old “Serpentine” type can be re-used, but is not 
nearly as efficient as the newer “Parallel-Flow” types. And keep in mind, that even when running well, 
the Alfa R-12 system was not a stellar performer. Parallel flow condensers are up to 30% more efficient.

General new replacement parts availability:

91-93  R-12 94-95  R-134a
1. Compressors (new):    No Yes
2. Compressors (rebuilt) Yes, you provide core Yes
3. Receiver/Dryers: No Yes
4. Expansion Valves: No Yes
5. POA valves: No No
6. Hoses (Alfa part) No No
7. Hoses (fabricated) Yes Yes
8. Condensers Yes Yes

So, in summary, a minimum cost conversion would involve:

1. Remove compressor and drain oil into measuring cup. Refill with the same amount of Ester 100 oil.

2. Remove Receiver/Drier and drain oil into measuring cup. In a new R-134a Receiver/Dryer, refill with
the same amount of Ester oil.

3. Charge system with 36oz of R-134a.

Keep in mind that you’re now using a less efficient refrigerant gas in an old system that wasn’t that good
to start with, so don’t expect the cooling power to be equal to your old R-12 system.

A high quality R-134a conversion could cost about $400-800 in parts and would involve:

1. New Sanden SD7H15 R-134a or rebuilt SD-709 compressor

2. Replacing oil

3. New Receiver/Dryer

4. Replacing old o-rings with Buna R-134a compatible o-rings

5. New R-134a Expansion Valve

6. Parallel Flow Condenser (Most bang for the buck)
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Detailed Compressor Differences

The 12V compressors are Sanden SD-709 Model 7461 while the 24V 164s use a Sanden   SD7H15 
Compressor. Outwardly, the compressors look almost identical except for the pulleys used. Both 
compressors are 7 cylinder models and have similar displacements.  The 12V R-12 compressor uses a 7 
groove/5 groove poly-V pulley which also drives the alternator. The 24V R-134a compressor uses a 6 
groove poly-V pulley.

Type: Sanden SD709  Model 7461   (R12, but can use R134a if oil is changed) 7 cylinder/144cc

Clutch Coil:  C4J05J (although you will see various part numbers, they’re basically the same)
Pulley: RCA04R   7PV/5PV  119mm Dia. (PV stands for “Poly-V” serpentine belt)
Clutch: 48K05I  (my old one says C4J930) (again, you may see various part numbers)
Pulley Bearing: 35x55x20mm Double row ball bearing

Koyo:  DAC35552RD3XS1CS33
Nachi: 35BG05S16G-2DL
NSK: 35BD219T1ZDDUK8

Type: Sanden SD7H15  Model U4653  (R-134a only). 7 cylinder/155cc  
Also used in 1990-97 Ford F-53 Motorhomes
Clutch Coil: One that comes with compressor will fit behind 7PV/5PV pulley as well
Pulley: May come with 6PV pulley. Old SD709 7PV/5PV pulley will mount with no issues.
Clutch: R-12 clutch armature/plate will mount with slight modification
Pulley Bearing:   Same as SD709
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The two compressors share the same casing, 
mounting ears, hose hookups, and overall 
dimensions. Differences are the internal valves, 
pressure compatibility, and the threaded portion of 
the drive shaft and pulley (hence the note above 
about clutch plate mounting with modification). 

While the 24V R-134a compressor will bolt right 
up and align perfectly to 12V engine, the R-12 
pulley and clutch must be used on the R-134a 
compressor since the 12V pulley also drives the 
alternator. See picture to left.

III.   Removing the compressor

Removing and replacing a compressor is relatively easy. First the system must be discharged, assuming 
there’s anything in it. The reason you’re converting to R-134 in the first place is the loss of R-12. It is 
against EPA regulations to discharge R-12 into the atmosphere.

Follow the directions in the service manual to R&R the compressor. The only trick part is if your car 
still has the upper bracket bolt is still oriented the wrong way from the factory. At the factory, the bolt 
was put on before the engine was installed in the car and consequently it hits the bodywork before it can 
be withdrawn completely. The bottom bolt was oriented correctly and it not a problem. 

To remove the bolt you have three choices:

1. Loosen the motor mounts, and
jack the engine up enough for
the bolt to clear the bodywork.

2. Pound down the bodywork lip
or cut a hole in the bodywork
that fouls the bolt. (I don’t
recommend this, but it is an
option)

3. Cut the head off the bolt and
pull it out the driver’s side. The
bolt size  is:
10mm x 1.25 (or 1.5) pitch x
170mm or 175mm long
Source from a salvage car or a
good metric fastener supply
house. (see source list) A 3/8”
bolt would probably work in a pinch until you can source a proper 10mm bolt, but it will be about ½ mm
loose in the hole. In that case push the compressor towards the engine and then tighten. Keep in mind 
this is only a very temporary solution.
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IV.  Fitting the R-12 7PV/5PV pulley and clutch to the SD7H15 R-134a compressor

Detailed instructions for removing/replacing the clutch and pulley from the compressors is spelled out in
the Sanden Compressor Guide, available for free download. Do Google search under "Sanden Service 
Manual." 

Here’s a good thread, with pictures, on alfabb.com on disassembling the clutch and pulley:
http://www.alfabb.com/bb/forums/164-168-1991-1995/24963-alfa-romeo-164-c-compressor-info.html

Remove Clutch Armature/Plate

In summary, to remove the clutch plate, you can screw in a couple of  bolts to the puller holes in the 
clutch face, wedge a screwdriver between them, then remove the center nut. From there, a steering 
wheel puller works well to pull clutch off the shaft. Be careful about trying to pry the clutch plate off. 
You don’t want to damage it. You can also energize the clutch coil and hold the pulley with a strap 
wrench while removing the center nut. 

Remove Pulley and Bearing

After the clutch plate is off, remove the large snap ring holding the pulley bearing on the compressor 
boss. Here you may be able to pry the bearing/pulley off the compressor. If not, you’ll need a 3-arm gear
puller. Do not pound on the compressor shaft unless it doesn’t matter to you if you damage it and render 
the compressor no good for a core. Once the pulley is off, remove the next snap ring and then the clutch 
coil. There will be a small clamp on the compressor body holding the coil wire.

Unless you are absolutely certain of the serviceability of the pulley bearing (recently replaced), I would 
strongly recommend replacing it with a new bearing. If your coil has burned up, or the compressor 
seized/failed, reusing a probably overheated bearing will probably result in failing sooner rather than 
later. The bearing is a standard size commonly available in bearing hose industrial supply stores, or 
through the usual Alfa parts suppliers. Removing the old bearing is easy since you don’t intend to reuse 
it. In fact, as you’ll see in a minute, we plan on dismantling to its shells, and using them as a drift to 
install the new bearing. To remove the old bearing, simply use a large socket and tap the old bearing out 
via the inner bearing race. If you have a bearing press, all the better.

Dismantle Bearing

With the bearing out and free, dig out
the plastic side retainers, then remove
the inner ball bearings through the
fillets in the race sides that were
uncovered by removing the plastic side
retainers, and separate the inner and
outer races. You now have your drifts to
install the new bearing.

Inspecting/replacing Clutch Coil

Next order of business is the check the
clutch coil. Visually check for a good
wire and that the epoxy coating of the
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coil windings is intact without melting, burning, or damaged in any way. Check that the electrical 
resistance checks at between 2 and 4.5 ohms or so. A high ohm reading means that the coil will be 
drawing too much current and may blow the 10A fuse at F12 in the fuse box. A low reading may 
indicate an open circuit, in which case it won’t magnetize. Finally, check the coil by connecting it to a 
car battery and making sure it magnetizes. A nice chunk steel that you’re unable to pull off the coil, 
makes for a good test. If you do this, don’t wear your metal watch, or have the coil near a steel car body.
The coil produces a VERY strong magnetic field.

Reassembly

Look at all your parts and visualize how everything goes back together. You DON’T want to install your
new pulley and bearing and then find out you forgot to install the clutch coil behind it!

As mentioned earlier, I was able to use the new coil that came with the SD7H15 compressor. It was a 
slightly different diameter and width, but fit behind the 7PV/5PV pulley with 1/10th inch clearance. You 
might also notice that the new coil has a ground wire rather than depending on contact with the 
compressor body for a ground. Simply attach the ground wire to a mounting bolt when reinstalling the 
compressor assembly. You can, however, use your old clutch coil. 

Next will be to install the new bearing in the pulley. Make sure the bearing and pulley socket is clean 
and slightly oiled. Put the bearing into the socket and tap gently around the outer race to make sure the 
bearing it going in squarely. DO NOT pound on the bearing and do not tap on the inner race so not to 
put side pressure on the bearings. Once it’s started well, it should tap into the pulley fairly easily using 
the outer race from your old bearing as a drift. Once seated, install the snap ring. Ensure the pulley 
rotates freely.

Now comes the not-so-fun part, installing and adjusting the clearance on the clutch armature/plate. 
Here’s the problem:

The compressor shafts between the SD709 and the SD7H15 are slightly different. The difference is that 
the threaded end of the shaft is smaller on the SD7H15, while on the SD709 it’s the same size as the rest
of the shaft. As a
result, the clutch
plates are shimmed
differently (to obtain
the correct clutch
plate to pulley
distance). On the
SD709, the shims are
at the center base of
the clutch plate,
while on the small
threaded end of the
SD7H15, the
armature/plate is
shimmed behind the
retainer nut/plate.
Shim spec is .4 - .
8mm between the
clutch faces. 
See picture. 
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You have two options. 

Option 1 (my preference). Use the R-12 clutch armature/plate and simply use the old shims behind the 
base of the clutch center section (just like the R-12 compressor). There is a small lip on the compressor 
shaft where keyed base washer and shims sit on. I did this and came out with a clutch plate clearance 
within Sanden specification. However, the center shaft hole in the R-12 clutch plate is too large for the 
small threaded R-134a shaft and required a large washer in order for the retainer nut to have bite on. Use
a self-locking nut and
locktite to ensure the
retainer nut stays in place.
You will note that the clutch
fixed plate does not contact
the normal shim surface of
the SD7H15 shaft. That’s ok.
All the force on the clutch
plate is rotational and
towards the compressor. The
important thing is to tighten
the retainer lock nut enough
to hold the plate but not
distort it. It would also be
possible to shim the R-12
clutch plate like the R-134
using a flanged bushing or
just washers, but you would
need to weld the retainer
washer to the clutch plate.

Option 2.  Use the R-134 clutch plate. The problem with this is that the pulley clutch facing on the 
7PV/5PV pulley sits in a slightly farther in than the 6PV pulley. Hence the R-134 pulley, with its 
depressed center section, and even with no shims, has a much too wide clutch gap. To fit this 
armature/plate to the R-12 pulley would require grinding down the center section as well as perhaps 
drilling out the depressed center area of the plate itself, and welding in a new washer. I didn’t try it, but 
it looks like it could be done
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V.  Condenser

The most bang for the buck in a
conversion is upgrading the condenser
to a much more efficient (industry
literature says about 30%) Parallel-Flow
Condenser. You can also install a
slightly larger P-Flow condenser than
the OEM one for even more efficiency.
The fittings on the OEM condenser are
standard US size. #8-16 on the upper
(inlet) fitting and #6-18 on the lower
(outlet) fitting. There are several
sources for aftermarket condensers. I
sourced mine from Nostalgic Air, Inc in
Tampa FL. They specialize in
retrofitting hot rods and old cars with
custom AC systems. The OEM
serpentine condenser measures 17” x
22” and is held in place by two bolts at the bottom and two brackets at the top. The replacement P-Flow 
condenser I chose was 16” x 24” overall. It required fabricating a simple bracket at the bottom to fit the 
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OEM holes. The top fits into the top brackets with only a slight bit of additional rubber padding. 
Aftermarket condensers also do not typically come with the upturned 

elbow on the lower (outlet) fitting,
however, the OEM hose can be turned to
easily make the connection. The top fitting
is the same as OEM and does not require
any modifications other than a thin bit of
rubber. Also, since the condenser is
slightly longer, you will need to remove
the plastic trim piece on the passenger side
of the condenser. You can also just make a
cutout in it so the 2 inches or so of longer
condenser will slide behind it if you want
to retain as much of the OEM look as
possible.

The condenser I chose was the Nostalgic
Air part no. 54-1622 for $89.99. It’s a
parallel-flow (4-pass) aluminum condenser
with fin area of 16” x 22”. This particular
condenser comes unpainted, so if you want
it black you’ll have to paint it yourself. 

 http://nostalgicac.com/16-x-22-superflow-
r-134a-condenser.html

They specialize in custom A/C systems for the hot-rodder market. The condenser I chose was a 16" x 
22" (overall size 16" x 24") model, unpainted aluminum.

I painted mine black to retain the OEM look. The outlets are in the same place and size as OEM (#8, ¾-
16 inlet / #6, 5/8-18 outlet), however, the OEM condenser had a 90 deg upturn outlet at the bottom, 
which the aftermarket part does not (see photo). 

However, the OEM hose will turn and hook up to it. It's also possible to unhook the stay, release the 

hose, and give it a little more length if needed. If it appears to be a strain, then Nostalgic Air said they 
could easily make an elbow to replicate the OEM condenser.

Since the new P-Flow condenser is not exactly the same dimensions as OEM, it does require some 
cutting of plastic trim pieces behind the grill and fabrication of bottom mounts. The top OEM mounts 
are reused. 

Keep in mind that these instructions apply to the particular model I picked. YMMV.

Removing the old condenser.

1. Discharge the system.

2. Disconnect the #8 inlet hose at the top and the #6 outlet hose at the bottom. Cover the hose ends with 
plastic to prevent contamination. Inspect the hose end nuts for damaged threads or galled aluminum left 
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in the threads. 

3. Remove the old condenser. To remove the old condenser, remove the two bottom machine cap screws
from the bottom of the valence. Don’t be surprised if the screws are corroded in their capture nuts. I had 
to literally hacksaw the cap screws to remove the old condenser. The top capture mounts come off easily
and the condenser lifts out.

4. Clean the radiator front side while you have easy access to it with the condenser removed.

Installation of the P-Flow Condenser 

1. Cutback the plastic trim pieces from behind the
front lower grill. Since my new condenser was
slightly wider, I had to cut back the plastic trim
pieces attached to the rear of the lower grill that are
either side of the radiator. I used a heavy-duty
retractable razor knife.

2. Fabricate lower mounts. The next task is to
fabricate the lower mounts for the condenser. The
OEM condenser had little feet welded to it,
whereas the P-Flow Condenser has only a bolt strip
along the bottom. I fabricated new feet out of 1 ½ "
aluminum L-stock with a hacksaw and a drill. See
picture for dimensions. I also used a small flat
piece of aluminum stock on the bottom to further
raise the condenser slightly to better 
fit the top mounts. If you were to use just some
flat stock bent to 1 ¾" on one side, you will not
need to use the spacer at the bottom. With the 1
½" L-stock, the spacer raises the condenser
slightly (1/4") so that the top capture mounts fit
better.
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The shape of the mounts is not really important. Just that they are sturdy enough to support the 
condenser at high speed. Make the actual foot rather small, however. The bottom valence is curved and 
if you make the foot wide, the condenser will not sit upright exactly, or will have a bending moment on 
the bottom bolt rail. 

Drill the bottom holes so there is 20" between them so they will line up nicely with the mounting holes 
in the valence. Dry fit the condenser so you're sure it's centered on the radiator and will be a consistent 
distance from the radiator.

I used ordinary cap screws and pinch-on capture nuts to fasten the bottom. I also used a small spacer of 
aluminum flat stock to give it another ¼" boost up. 

The top mounts are easy. Just reuse the OEM ones. The P-Flow Condenser is not as thick as the OEM 
one, so I used some of the sealing weather strip foam and some thin rubber to take up the small gap.

3. Hook up the fittings. Be sure and use two wrenches. The aluminum condenser is soft and putting a lot 
of torque on the fitting with stabilizing it with another wrench can crack the condenser. Inspect the hose 
end nuts for traces of galled aluminum. My lower (#6) fitting had galled aluminum sticking in the 
threads and caused binding when trying to screw onto the new condenser. Since I did not have a special 
thread chaser to clean it out, I had to take it up to an A/C shop and have then clean the threads out ($25).
You can do the same thing with this tool, should you want to invest in it: SAE A/C Fitting Thread 
Chaser - Tools & More 
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Do not, repeat, do not, try and force a galled fitting onto a condenser fitting. It is likely that you will 
damage the condenser fitting and ruin the condenser. The nut should spin-on relatively freely. Beware, it
is easy to cross-thread these fittings, so use extra caution. Use anti-seize compound. It's easier to hook 
up the bottom fitting with the condenser held up high by an assistant while you use two wrenches to 
snug-up the nut. Be sure to use new Buna O-rings with a little refrigerant oil. If you have trouble with 
the lower hose being long enough, disconnect it from the keeper about 12 inches from the end.

4. Finally, it's important that the air gap between the condenser and radiator be sealed as well as 
practical. With will force the air drawn by the fan to flow through the condenser instead of from the 
side. I used some ordinary weather strip foam from the home center store. So far it has sealed perfectly 
and stayed in place.

Lastly, the front
plastic side covers will
need to be trimmed
slightly as pictured on
the next page.
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VI.  Installing a new compressor

Inspect the rubber bushings in the compressor brackets. OEM replacement bushings are very difficult to 
find.  If they are not serviceable they can be fabricated at home using rubber from parts-store coolant 
hoses. See Alfisto Steve’s fabrication instructions in this thread:

http://www.alfabb.com/bb/forums/164-168-1991-1995/190556-164ls-c-bushings-needed.html. 

The SD715H R-134a compressor fits right onto the compressor bracket with a perfect fit. With the R-12 
7PV/5PV pulley on, it should line up perfectly with the serpentine belt. Be sure to put the alternator belt 
on first. Connect the hoses and power wire to the coil. Some coils come with a ground wire as well. 
Attach the ground wire (if it has one) to the compressor bracket. Adjust two belts' tension in accordance 
with the repair manual. Go easy on the tension and cheat on the low side. Very tight serpentine belts can,
over time, weaken the compressor bearings and/or the idler bearing.

VII.  Receiver Drier and Expansion Valve

When shopping for a new R/D, beware that some come without the schrader valve for the trinary switch.
This switch is critical to the operation of the system. Ask the vendor specifically about the schrader 
valve.

The receiver drier must be replaced, as should the expansion valve. An old R-12 TX valve operates at 
different pressure triggers than R-134a.  These are straight-forward installations no different than any 
other car. Be very careful not to damage TX valve capillary tubes. Use new bitumous insulation (aka 
monkey-poop) to wrap around the evaporator pipe to insulate it. When installing the R/D, do not allow it
to remain open to the atmosphere for more than 10-15 minutes. It will absorb moisture from the air. 

VIII.  O-Rings

I recommend that you take all the old R-12 O-rings that you break the connection on, up to the parts 
store and have the counterman match them with new (green) Buna O-rings, compatible with R-134a.
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IX.  Hoses

Inspect the hoses. If in good shape keep them. Although they are not "barrier" hoses meant to block the 
smaller molecules that make up R-134a, they probably have enough gunk lining them that any 
refrigerant loss would be insignificant. The same is true for the O-rings. If you have a connection that 
isn’t essential to disconnect, and it's seized, leave it alone and keep using the old R-12 hoses. 

If a hose is not serviceable, you can easily have one made down at your local hose and bearing shop. 
You can also use EZ-Clip system to fabricate hoses at home. See supplier list.

X.  Other upgrades and modifications you can make to increase the performance of 
you A/C

1.  Install a shut-off valve on the input pipe to the heater. The design of the 164 heater dictates that hot 
water flows through the heater core inside the passenger compartment at all times. While the heater box 
is isolated and sealed off unless the driver wants warmer air (mixer door), the residual heat radiating past
the plastic heater core box can really make the interior much hotter than necessary.

A hardware store PEX ball valve (1" PEX 22463LF Ball Valve from Home Depot) works great as a
heater shutoff valve. Some owners have put a motorized valve on. The old cheap Murray “T” valves
previously recommended proved to be unreliable and leaky. On a 12V engine install it in the heater line
that exits the front cylinder head (input to heater core). Keeping that source of heat out of the car will
allow the car cool down faster and remain cooler when parked.

2.  Install a lower temperature (dual) fan switch that will power-on the radiator fan at lower 
temperatures. The OEM fan switch turns on the radiator fan on at 198F (low speed) and 206F (high 
speed). Installing a fan switch from a 85-90 VW Golf turns the fan on 180F  (low speed) and 195F (high
speed). There is no need to drain the coolant. To install, remove the OEM switch and replace with the 
new switch before much coolant leaks out.  You will also have to install spade terminals onto the new 
fan switch to match up with the car's wire harness. 

3.  Install a resistor to make you dash temp gauge more accurate. OEM dashboard temperature gauges 
are notoriously inaccurate. Usually the coolant temperature is much cooler (by as much as 25 deg) than 
indicated on the dash temp gauge. Using an IR gun, you can confirm this. To better reflect the actual 
coolant temperature, install a 27 ohm resistor in the wire from the coolant temp sending unit to the dash 
gauge. Be careful NOT to disturb the Bosch FI system temperature sensor inadvertently. 

4.  Check HVAC doors. Make sure that the re-circulation door behind the evaporator shuts completely 
when commanded and the seal is good. Also make sure that the hot air mixer door is in the full COLD 
position.
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XI.  Parts Sources

There are several parts sources, once you know what to look for. Alfissimo has many 164 A/C 
components. Centerline and IAP have only a few. Other generic vendors have Alfa compatible parts, 
even if they might not know it. Alfa is rarely cross-referenced in parts books. The following is a list of 
possible sources by component. 

Compressors:

91-93 164  //  R-12   Sanden SD-709      Model 7461 – No longer available new. Must be rebuilt. Nobody 
that I found had any rebuilds in stock. They needed customer’s core to rebuild. Prices varied wildly from
about  $160 to $500. While some companies may list them in their catalogs, expect silence on the phone 
when you mention you need a compressor for an Alfa Romeo. The SD-709 can be used with R-134a, IF 
the old mineral oil is drained and Ester (POE) Oil used instead.

Alfissimo.com   
Discountacparts.com  
Action-ac.com
Uacparts.com

94-95 164 // R-134a   Sanden   SD7H15     Model U4653 
This compressor is a R-134a spec. Although there are several, it is one of the same compressors used on 
90-94 Ford Motorhomes. You probably won’t find it cross-referenced for the Alfa Romeo. The 
compressor body, mounting points, etc, are the same as the SD-709. What is NOT the same as the 91-93
R-12 version, is the pulley. The old pulley  (7PV/5PV) and clutch plate must be adapted to the new 
compressor. The coil that comes with the compressor is compatible with the old pulley.

The acpartshouse.com website lists the interchange as (not verified):
Sanden 4653
CarQuest 277319
Ford Part # F7TD-19D629-AA
Four Seasons 78596

Alfissimo.com
Discountacparts.com
acpartshouse.com
Some sources on eBay

Condensers:

Although it is possible to continue to use the OEM serpentine condenser, it is much less efficient than 
the new parallel flow condensers (some ratings say 30% less). Combine that with the fact that R-134a is 
not as efficient as R-12, you can expect that a system converted to R-134a to produce less cooling in the 
passenger compartment. A parallel flow condenser is inexpensive and relatively easy to install.

Alfissimo.com
Nostalgicairparts.com/
Vintageair.com
eBay
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Expansion Valves: Type 31-10928 or 31-10928AM (aftermarket). You can probably get your local 
parts store to order one. (Same one as on some Hondas and Acuras.) Expansion valve regulate the 
amount of refrigerant that is allowed into the evaporator to facilitate the best cooling. Although the 
OEM R-12 expansion valve can be reused, a R-134a spec valve works at slightly different pressures, 
will provide better cooling, and is not expensive.

Alfissimo.com (quality Parker Hanefin or AG make)
Action-ac.com (Parker-Hannefin or Chicom knockoff) 
Ackits.com (Chicom knockoff)

Receiver/Dryers:

This must be replaced when doing a conversion. This is the thing that keeps the system clean with its 
built in filter and also absorbs any moisture in the system. Also, oil tends to accumulate in it, and you 
want to rid the system of as much of the old R-12 mineral oil as possible. When shopping for a R/D, you
must be careful. Action-ac.com lists one for the Alfa Romeo, however, it does not come with the 
Schrader valve for the trinary switch. Alfissimo and IAP sell R/D’s come with Schrader valves installed.

Alfissimo.com
International-auto.com

Pilot Operated Absolute (POA) valve

These are available only as salvage from 94-95 LS (R-134a) cars. The R-12 POA valve cannot be 
adjusted to R-134a specification.

Alfa Parts Exchange (ape.com)
eBay

Hoses:

If your hoses are in good condition, reuse them. If you need a new hose, any good hose shop can make 
you an air conditioning hose. Vintageair.com also sells hose components whereby you can make a hose 
at home using the EZ Clip system. Depending on which hose, you may have to braze the OEM specially
bent tubing onto a new hose, such as the case of the condenser to R/D hose in the 164.

OEM hoses NLA
Local hose shop
Vintageair.com
Nostalgicac.com/

                                                                            END
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